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ABSTRACT

The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) Telescope integration and test plan is phased to ensure that subsystems
and services are available to support the integration flow. It begins with the summit facility construction and shows how
the major subsystems feed into the activities through final testing. In order to minimize the amount of hardware mated
for the first time during that period, the approach is to favor all hardware mated and pre-tested at vendors’ facilities with
associated hardware and software prior to delivery onsite. The integration and test plan exploits the diffraction limited
on-axis image quality of the three-mirror design. In addition, fiducials will be used during optical acceptance testing at
vendors’ facilities to capture the optical axis geometry of each optical element. These fiducials will be used during the
integration and tests sequence to facilitate the telescope optical alignment. In this paper, we describe the major steps of
the LSST telescope integration and test sequence prior to the start of commissioning with the science camera.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The planned construction and completion of the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) Project [1] consists of a set of
phased activities. The Project is scheduled to achieve Engineering First Light within 5 years following construction
authorization. Within this period the telescope systems must get to the site, be integrated, aligned and tested to be ready
for the system commissioning phase. Some elements of the system will be fully integrated and tested only after the
LSST Camera is mounted on the telescope and the Data Management System is fully operational. This initial telescope
construction period will transition to a commissioning phase, which will conclude with final hand off to science
operations.
The development of the telescope and site subsystem is planned to maximize factory testing of components and
subsystem testing prior to summit delivery. This approach minimizes the amount of hardware mated for the first time on
the summit and the level of subsystem commissioning required on the summit where performing these tasks is often less
efficient. Limited by overall schedule logistics, manufacturing and practical realities, costs and overall efficiency
assessments, the approach is to have all hardware pre-tested at factories and test facilities and mated with associated
hardware and software prior to shipping to the site
The telescope integration and test plan includes optical tests of the primary/tertiary mirror assembly to verify the preshipping mirror support matrices. This test configuration will be used to build upon the zenith and initial analytic lookup tables for gravity deflection. Integration of the secondary mirror assembly and a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor
attached to the science camera rotator/hexapod will enable three-mirror testing. The initial three-mirror telescope
alignment will be expedited thanks to laser tracker targets installed on the mirrors. It is highly advantageous to align the
three-mirror optical system prior to the integration of the science camera on the telescope. A surrogate commissioning
camera equipped with an optical corrector will also be used to verify the alignment over a larger field of view.
Engineering first light will validate the image quality with this commissioning camera and support the transition to the
commissioning phase.
In this paper, we focus on the LSST telescope integration plan to describe the strategy and steps for the assembly,
integration and testing of the LSST telescope and summit site facility.

2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The plan begins with site and facility construction and shows how each of the major elements and critical systems feed
into the activities through system testing. A key objective of the plan is to support scheduling so that elements and
services are available to support the integration flow.
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The on-site integration sequence starts with the excavations and preparations of the site and the construction of the
summit facilities. Facility development is driven by two critical paths: dome construction and coating facility
installation. Both of these activities will start as the facility is being completed. The dome will provide the weather
protection for the interior finishes in the facility’s lower enclosure and the coating facility is used early in the integration
plan to coat the mirrors as they are delivered on the summit. All the telescope components will have to go through the
Puclaro tunnel located on the road to the summit before delivery on site. We have verified that the primary/tertiary
mirror (M1M3) in its container will fit through it (figure 1) and all the other subassemblies will be designed to be able to
go through it.
Puclaro Tunnel
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Figure 1: M1M3 Mirror in its container inside the Puclaro Tunnel

Once the dome will be sufficiently complete, the telescope mount assembly integration will start with all components
inserted through the enclosure shutter doors. A laser tracker (defined as facility alignment system) will be used during
the integration to monitor and to position the elements. Mount pointing and alignment testing will be done on site before
installing the mirrors and the camera, using surrogate masses and a small alignment telescope mounted on the mount
structure. The M1M3 cell will be used during the mount testing with a surrogate mirror to replace the M1M3 glass
mirror. Telescope Control System (TCS) testing will be repeated with a more complete on sky motion control than was
previously tested at the factory. At this phase of the integration, the dome and the mount will be able to slew, to point
and to track with the proper cadence and performance.
In parallel with the mount and dome completion, the mirrors will be received, assembled, and coated on the summit. M2
will be coated first in the lower vessel of the coating chamber and then integrated into its support cell. This activity can
happen while the M1M3 mirror cell will be integrated and tested in the telescope with the surrogate M1M3 mirror.
During that period, the M1M3 mirror will be stored inside its shipping container. The M2 assembly will have been well
characterized under the final optical test set-up at the vendor Exelis, calibrating the predicted FEA surface control with
the as built hardware and control system. The testing required for safe handling of the M2 assembly will be repeated on
site. The M2 assembly will be delivered with spherically mounted retroreflectors (SMRs) attached to the mirror. During
the final optical test at Exelis, the locations of these SMRs will have been measured very accurately relative to the
position of the M2 optical axis.
After completion of these activities, the M2 system will be mounted in the telescope and the M1M3 cell will be
transferred in the support building. The interferometric system to test the M3 mirror will also be mounted on the top end
with the M2 system. The goal is to use this set-up to test the M1M3 mirror support during the day first at zenith and then
at different zenith angles. A similar test would have been done previously at zenith at Steward Observatory Mirror
Laboratory (SOML) during final testing to link M1 and M3 mirror figure measurements as a monolith mirror.
The M1M3 surrogate mirror will then be removed from the cell and replaced with the M1M3 mirror. This will be a
space intensive activity requiring access to the full maintenance facility floor. The M1M3 mirror will then be coated in
its cell and transported in the dome to be integrated in the telescope.
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The M1M3 system will be tested on the telescope to complete active optics look-up tables previously populated with
analytic values for gravity distortion. The TCS will be updated with these look-up tables for on-sky testing and
Engineering First Light. This will be done first by using M3 mirror wavefront measurements obtained with the M3
interferometer configuration during daytime activities at zenith and for different elevation angles. Then, the 3-mirror
configuration will be aligned on the sky at night to verify its image quality performance. This work will be repeated for
different elevation angles to build the look-up tables for the open loop active optics and to ensure that the degradation of
image quality with zenith angle will be within the image quality error budget allocation. The alignment will be obtained
by measuring the wavefront on-axis using a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensing system. After these tests on-axis, this
system will be replaced with a commissioning camera designed with a larger corrected field of view. This instrument
will allow us to validate the alignment and the active optics control.

3. SUMMIT FACILITY
LSST has already started the site preparation and excavation on Cerro Pachón and is currently in the process of selecting
the contractor for the construction of the summit facility. The initial site excavation began in March 2011 and lasted
approximately 3 months (figure 2). The goals were to level the site and to characterize the quality of the rock close to the
final elevation. Both goals were successfully accomplished.

Excavation by Engineered Blasting to
Create Level Telescope Platforms

Fill from Excavation placed to
create road bed and Service
Platform

Figure 2: LSST site during initial site excavation

The next steps for the construction of the summit facility include finishing the major excavation and site preparation to
provide platforms for enclosure and adjacent buildings (figure 3). The contractor will have to place and compact the
removed soil as fill for service/parking area and to improve access road. This will be followed by excavation for
telescope pier foundation and for the building footings and other foundations. All the concrete structures will then have
to be poured, followed by the steel erection, including structural decking for floors and roof. Exterior cladding and
roofing will be installed along with utilities systems. During and after the dome installation, interior wiring, piping and
walls will be installed and finishes will be applied. Testing and acceptance of all the systems included in the summit
facility contract will be conducted.

4. DOME ASSEMBLY
The dome assembly will first be tested at the factory. The pre-fitted and tested components and sub-assemblies will then
be shipped and stored on site as required. In the current plan, the dome construction on site will commence when the
lower enclosure area is ready for beneficial occupancy.
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Figure 3: LSST Site Sequence of Excavation

After installation of the dome track on the lower enclosure, the assembly of the main mechanical drive components will
start followed by the main structural elements installation. The bogies and ring beam will be assembled with the
structure, the shutters and their mechanisms. The cladding panels, flashing, louvers, rear doors and other components
required for securing weather-tight conditions will be installed. Interior work will be completed including installation of
the slip ring assembly, drives, mechanisms and insulation. The drives will be tested and adjusted, the shutter doors and
the dome azimuth rotation will be tested.

Figure 4: LSST Site during construction with delivery trucks and assembly crane
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At this point, the assembly of telescope mount could start if it is available. Otherwise, completion of the dome will
continue with the installation of the light-wind screen assembly, the dome crane and all related electrical and mechanical
equipment. The dome assembly testing and acceptance will then be performed after installation of the dome control
system. The dome assembly integration and test sequence will be reviewed and optimized with the dome vendor. The
access road and the site will be large enough for large truck deliveries (including the delivery of the primary mirror in its
container) and to accommodate different types of construction cranes (figure 4).

5. TELESCOPE MOUNT ASSEMBLY
The telescope mount assembly (TMA) will first be tested at the factory with surrogate masses to replace the optical
payloads. The pre-fitted and tested components and sub-assemblies will then be shipped and stored on site as required.
In the current plan, the TMA construction on site could commence when the dome assembly is ready for beneficial
occupancy. All the TMA large components will be craned through the dome shutter doors opening using a construction
crane (figure 5).
The pier interface with the azimuth bearing track will be inspected and prepared. The azimuth cable drape support
located inside the pier will be installed followed by the azimuth bearing track sections. A one-piece wide bearing track
would not fit through the tunnel. These tracks will be joined and adjusted to meet the hydrostatic bearing requirements.
The azimuth assembly will be installed including the azimuth bearings, main structural sections, drives and other
azimuth equipment (flooring,...). The azimuth assembly bearings and drives will be tested.
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Figure 5: LSST Site during TMA integration

The elevation assembly will then be started with the elevation bearing, drives and center section. This will be followed
by the installation of the top end piers, top end ring assembly and the primary mirror cover. The integration of the
elevation assembly could be done either in a vertical or horizontal orientation. If the vertical orientation is selected, the
primary mirror cell assembly will be installed at that point in the sequence. A surrogate M1M3 mirror will be installed
inside the mirror cell. This payload will not be transported by crane but installed using the platform lift located in the
summit facility building and the mirror cell cart. Then the elevation assembly will be lowered to point toward horizon
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for installation of the surrogate secondary mirror assembly and surrogate camera assembly. These components could
also be installed with the dome crane if available. These steps would be sequenced in reverse order in case of preference
for assembly in the horizontal orientation. This activity will be followed with balancing of the elevation assembly.
Completion of the TMA will continue with the installation of all the remaining electrical and mechanical equipment and
utilities. The telescope mount assembly testing and acceptance will then be performed after installation of the mount
control system.

6. MIRROR INTEGRATION AND TESTING
This section follows the sequence of integration of the M1M3 mirror assembly, M2 mirror assembly and telescope
optical testing.
6.1 M1M3 Assembly with surrogate mirror
The M1M3 assembly will be integrated and tested before delivery to the summit. The active optics mirror control will be
demonstrated at SOML at zenith with the same test tower used during mirror polishing. It will be equipped with both
interferometers for the primary mirror M1 and the tertiary mirror M3. During optical testing, the M1 optical axis will be
captured with a laser tracker and spherically mounted retroreflectors (SMRs) fixed on the mirror outside diameter.
The M1M3 mirror will be shipped in its own container and the M1M3 mirror cell will be shipped with a cover to protect
the interior of the cell. The mirror cell will be used as the lower vacuum chamber during coating of the M1M3 mirror
and will therefore already be weather-tight. The cover will also protect the vacuum seal located on the top surface of the
mirror cell. After delivery on the summit, the M1M3 mirror cell cart will first be tested on the tracks throughout the
facility. This operation will be repeated multiple times with the M1M3 mirror cell placed on the cart. The mirror cell
components removed for shipping will be integrated inside the cell and the whole mirror support system tested. Finally,
the M1M3 surrogate mirror will be lifted inside the mirror cell before installation of the M1M3 assembly in the TMA.
6.2 M2 Assembly
The M2 assembly will be integrated and tested with a surrogate M2 mirror and with the M2 mirror before delivery to the
summit by the same vendor in charge of the M2 polishing. He will demonstrate the active optics mirror control and will
capture the M2 optical axis location using SMRs located on the mirror outside diameter.

M2 Mirror lifted for
installation in lower vessel

M2 positioned in
lower vessel

Vacuum chamber
upper vessel

Vacuum chamber
lower vessel

Figure 6: M2 mirror coating configuration on the summit

After delivery on site, the M2 mirror will first be coated using the LSST coating chamber installed within the summit
facility (figure 6). The M2 mirror cell will be tested with the M2 surrogate mirror and mounted on the telescope to
practice its installation before repeating the same procedure with the real mirror (figure 7). During that phase, the M2
hexapod and the M2 baffle will be installed on the TMA. Finally, the M2 surrogate mirror will be replaced with the
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coated M2 mirror and the M2 assembly will be installed on the TMA. This activity will happen after the initial TMA
testing with the surrogate M1M3 mirror is completed. The TMA will be pointed toward horizon, the camera and M2
surrogate masses will be removed and replaced with the M2 assembly.
6.3 M3 Interferometric Test Preparation
After installation of the M2 assembly on the TMA, the M3 interferometer assembly will be mounted on the top end in
preparation for the M3 interferometric test. There is sufficient space in the telescope top end to accommodate the
interferometer hardware and the computer generated hologram (CGH). In addition, the center hole of M2 is wide enough
to not vignette the beam. The TMA will then be pointed to zenith for removal of the M1M3 mirror cell containing the
surrogate M1M3 mirror.
6.4 M1M3 Mirror Integration with M1M3 Mirror Cell
Once located in the summit facility building, the M1M3 surrogate mirror will be removed from the mirror cell with the
M1M3 lifter and placed on a truck for storage. The M1M3 mirror in its container will be installed in the receiving area
and prepared for lifting in the mirror cell. It will be the configuration that requires the most space in the building. We
have verified that there is enough room to sequence the different crane operations to transfer the mirror from its
container to its cell. To achieve this result, the mirror cell will be temporarily placed under the upper chamber of the
coating chamber to allow enough space for the container lid and the mirror lifter (figure 8-left). Once the mirror is placed
in the mirror cell, the mirror lifter will be removed from the mirror surface and will be positioned over the base of the
mirror container in the receiving area. The M1M3 mirror will be fully integrated with the mirror support system and the
M1M3 mirror cell assembly will be moved under the coating chamber for temporary storage. The lifter will be removed
from the container, the lid will be installed on the container and the container removed from the building (figure 8-right).
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Figure 7: M2 Assembly installation on the TMA

6.5 M1M3 Mirror Coating and Installation
The mirror cell will be moved from below the upper vessel of the coating chamber into the cleaning area where the
mirror will be cleaned (figure 9). Right after cleaning, it will be transferred back under the vacuum chamber upper vessel
and pumping will be started. The M1M3 mirror will be coated and after return to atmospheric pressure the coating
chamber will be opened for inspection of the coating. The light baffles and mirror cover will be installed and the mirror
cell will then be prepared for installation on the telescope mount assembly.
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Figure 8: M1M3 Mirror integration with its cell

M1M3 Mirror in its
cell during cleaning

M1M3 Mirror in its
cell during coating

Coating Chamber Lower
Vessel (for M2 coating)

Figure 9: M1M3 mirror washing and coating
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Figure 10: M1M3 Assembly installation on the TMA

The cell will be transferred to the telescope maintenance platform in the dome using the platform lift. The mirror cover
will be lifted with the dome crane and the mirror cell will be moved under the telescope center section (figure 10). The
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mirror cart will raise the mirror cell to be bolted to the telescope mount. The mirror cart will then be removed and the
mirror cover will be deposited on the mirror cart.
6.6 M3 Interferometric Test
The M3 interferometric test will consist of measuring the M3 wavefront using the interferometer installed in the
telescope top end. Each actuator will be used independently to verify their functionality and performance and to ensure
that the active mirror support system was assembled correctly during integration on the summit. We will replicate some
of the M3 interferometric optical surface test performed at zenith at the SOML to verify the support matrices of both M3
and M1. The M1M3 thermal control system will be validated in real conditions during these tests. Thermal tests will be
performed to compare with the finite elements analysis (FEA). After testing of all the functionalities and performances
of the mirror assembly at zenith, the telescope will be oriented at different zenith angles to repeat the same verifications
and to build upon the active optics look-up tables previously populated with the analytic values from the FEA for gravity
distortion. These tests will be repeated for different telescope azimuth angles and at different times during the day and
night to increase the accuracy of the look-up tables. This test has the advantage that it does not require on-sky
measurements. We will also permanently install a laser tracker inside the center hole of the M3 mirror. This laser tracker
will use the SMRs attached to the mirrors and to the interferometric hardware to monitor their alignment. Twelve SMRs
will be mounted around the M1M3 mirror perimeter and six around the M2 mirror. Additional SMRs will be installed on
the interferometer.
6.7 Three-Mirror Testing On-Axis
The aligned three-mirror telescope without the science camera optical elements has been designed to be diffractionlimited on-axis. Off-axis, the system will produce 78 waves of field-linear third-order coma at 0.5-degree field. These
properties will be used to test the three-mirror telescope configuration on the sky. The interferometric equipment will be
removed from the telescope top end and will be replaced with a camera assembly. At this stage, the camera assembly
includes the integrating structure, the camera hexapod, camera rotator, camera cable wrap and a mass simulator to
represent the science camera mass and center of gravity. The camera hexapod and rotator will be first tested at the
factory and on the summit after shipping before installation on the telescope. A Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor
system (SHWFS) will be mounted inside the camera mass simulator at the telescope focus (figure 11).

Integrating
Structure with
camera cable
wrap and
electronics

Camera Hexapod
and Rotator

Camera mass
simulator
with SHWFS

Figure 11: Camera Assembly with Wavefront Sensor System

The SHWFS will be a relatively small and simple system that requires to be installed in the camera mass simulator to
balance the telescope. This camera mass simulator will be mounted on the camera rotator and camera hexapod and
attached to the telescope mount using the integrating structure camera support assembly. This camera assembly will be
installed on the TMA top end using the same procedure to install the science camera (figure 11). It will be inserted in the
top end spider spindle fitting through the M2 center hole.
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Figure 12: Camera Assembly installation on the TMA top end (right: before insertion; left: after insertion)

The first task will be to test the camera hexapod and rotator mechanisms as these systems will be used to control the
position of the SHWFS during the optical tests. Fiducials will be mounted on the camera mass simulator and the SHWFS
to guide the initial positioning relative to the M1 optical axis using the laser tracker. The rotator axis will be aligned with
the M1 optical axis using the camera hexapod for multiple telescope pointings. The SHWFS will be mounted on its own
XYZ stage to adjust its position relative to the rotator axis. During the camera rotator and hexapod tests, the mechanical
alignment of the M2 mirror relative to the M1M3 mirror will also be monitored using the laser tracker located inside the
M1M3 cell. At the end of these tests, the SHWFS will be aligned with the camera rotator axis, and the M2 and camera
rotator axes will be aligned with the M1M3 optical axis.
At this point, nighttime tests using relatively bright stars/ star clusters will be required to continue the M2 tests and initial
alignment. When the 3-mirror telescope will be pointed to a star field without the science camera corrector, the image
field of view will be affected by a strong radially symmetric coma pattern. There is a similar effect in images taken at the
prime focus of parabolic primary mirror. This effect will be relatively strong due to the system fast focal ratio of 1.2. The
coma will increase linearly with field position at a rate of approximately 13waves per 0.1deg.
This strong effect will overwhelm any other misalignment or mirror figure error. In a way, this strong behavior will help
in the initial alignment when observing a field of stars and examining the orientation of the coma tails as the tails will
point toward the optical axis of the 3-mirror telescope. Out-of-focus images will also be acquired to measure the location
of the central obscuration relative to the pupil center. Although the large central obscuration of the LSST optical design
reduces the accuracy of this technique, it will be used to confirm the alignment by verifying its centration in the pupil.
Due to the collimation tests done previously, the expectation is that the center of the coma pattern will be close to the M1
optical axis pixel position recorded previously during the day. If not, depending on the nature of the offset, the M2
mirror would be realigned iteratively using the M2 coma neutral point and the M2 center of curvature.
Initial on-axis tests with the SHWFS will focus on the M2 mirror support system. The M2 mirror support actuators will
be used to verify their functionality and performance and to ensure that the active mirror support system was assembled
correctly during integration on the summit. The support matrices will also be verified by dialing successive surface
bending modes and measuring the changes in the wavefront using the SHWFS. Then the SHWFS measurements will be
analyzed to determine the mirror figure corrections to minimize the overall wavefront error on-axis. It is expected that
any residual astigmatism in the on-axis image will be corrected using the M1M3 mirror support system. For these initial
tests, the M2 mirror support system will used the optimized forces based on the FEA. This procedure will be repeated at
different telescope zenith angles to refine the look-up tables for the M2 positioning.
Determination of the best focus position on-axis will be pursued using the same equipment. The first step of this process
will be to adjust the position of the SHWFS using the camera hexapod and measuring the image spot size for these
different positions. The variation of the spot size diameter will be fitted with a quadratic function and the minimum will
be defined as the best focus position on-axis. The next step will be to measure spherical aberration to adjust the relative
position of both the M2 mirror and SHWFS. Spherical aberration will increase if these systems are not well positioned.
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The method is therefore to move simultaneously the M2 and the SHWFS to minimize spherical aberration and defocus.
This same procedure will be repeated for various telescope zenith angles to measure defocus as a function of this
parameter and to establish the steps for maintaining focus. At the end of these tests, the telescope will be able to point at
an object with a minimum amount of coma and defocus on-axis, to use this object for guiding and to use the SHWFS
measurements to minimize on-axis wavefront errors.

7. COMMISSIONING CAMERA INTEGRATION
The wavefront sensing system will be replaced with a commissioning camera to expand the initial on-axis alignment to a
larger field of view.. This instrument will possess an optical corrector to provide a corrected field of view of 40 arcmin.
It will also include three filters (g,r,i) to image three of the six wavelength bands used for the LSST survey. The focal
plane will be composed of 3 × 3 CCD sensors identical to the CCD developed for the science camera. The detectors will
be mounted in a dewar to be cooled with liquid nitrogen (figure 13).
This instrument will allow to verify the alignment over a larger field of view and to continue testing the active optics
control. Wavefront sensing will be done by recording in and out of focus images over the whole focal plane in a similar
fashion as curvature wavefront sensing. These images will contain objects distributed over the full field of view to map
the wavefront errors spatial distribution. The software package developed for the analysis of the science camera
wavefront sensor data will be used to determine the wavefront. In addition, some of the detectors will be used as guider
for testing of the guider interface. It will also be used with the calibration screen system [2] to produce calibration data
for testing of the calibration data product pipeline.

Figure 13: Camera Mass Simulator Concept with Commissioning Camera
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